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Abstract
Mobile devices have been increased exceptionally in recent years, consequently data

generation has also been raised exceptionally. Most of the data generated by mobile

devices is transferred to servers for processing and storage. Managing security of mobile

data is a necessary feature of every network and mostly encryption is used to avoid security

breaches. The major challenge is that, mobile devices are very small with shortage of

resources, on the other hand encryption of data requires extra energy. It is necessary to

minimize energy requirements for encryption of data. For this experimental research, an

android based application is developed, which optimize energy requirements for both

single and double encryption techniques. AES and Blowfish encryption algorithms are used

with different files sizes to test the energy requirements for single encryption, it is also

examined that energy consumed by Blowfish is 119.311% more than AES. For double

encryption methods, AES–Blowfish, Blowfish–AES and XTS–AES combinations of

algorithms are used and energy usage is gathered. In double encryption XTS–AES con-

sumed 13.26% less power consumption as compared to AES–Blowfish and 44.97% less

then Blowfish–AES combination methods. Results of experiments revealed that AES is

more energy efficient for single encryption and for double encryption XTS–AES combi-

nation requires less energy.
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1 Introduction

Handheld devices have been increased rapidly in last few decades, including smart phones.

The major reasons of their popularity are size and portability. Various handheld devices,

including smart phones and personal digital assistance (PDA), are very small, and can be

relocated easily. Moreover, small size of the devices is also featured by low energy

requirement. Mostly smart devices are used for personal data processing and storage i.e.

user identification information, personal pictures, social security numbers, email and text

messages, contact list, and so on [1, 2].

In symmetric cryptographic algorithms, adjusting functional parameters can varied the

security level, such as cipher mode, number of rounds and the key size. In recursive

cryptographic algorithm, energy consumption increases with each round of recursion. The

energy consumption in the cipher is directly related in two criterions: the length of the

encryption key and the length of the data that is being used to encrypt [3].

Smart Devices are mainly operated with the help of resource management software,

which are known as mobile operating system, these operating systems are customized as

per the requirement of ecosystem in which they are used. Mobile operating systems are

programmed and implemented on the hardware of smart devices, by keeping resource-

shortage in mind. In comparison to other digital devices, smart devices lack various

capabilities such as shortage of memory and less processing power. Symbian by Nokia,

Windows Mobile by Microsoft, iOS by Apple, and Android by Google are the most

common mobile operating systems. Global OS market share sales of android smartphone is

87.7% in 2017 [4]. Major responsibilities of mobile operating system include managing

memory, storage and computational resources. One of prime job of mobile operating

system is to manage security of stored data, but various operating systems lack proper

mechanism of security management and are vulnerable to security threats, including

android OS. Due to feature of open source, Android operating system attracts more

attackers to explore and manipulate it [5, 6]. Usage of mobile phone users is increased by

4% in last year, as in Jan 2018 global smart phone users are 52% while laptop or desktop

users are 43% [7].

Security of smart devices is mostly managed by pattern recognition and alpha-numeric

passwords, but these techniques are easily vulnerable for various attack models including

dictionary and brute forces attacks [8]. As an alternate method, several types of encryption

are used to encrypt and decrypt partial or complete dataset. This customized encryption

method is more energy efficient as only required amount of data is being encrypted [9].

Various data storage and security cryptographic algorithms are already implemented but

most of them focus on only specific security objective, as Federal Information Processing

Standard (FIPS) kernel cryptography is only used to support crypto related operations in

the kernel [10] With the increase in security features, more computational resources will

be required for smooth processing.

Portability of smart devices has raised significance of wireless networks, which requires

more resources for managing privacy and security during for processing, storage and

transfer of data [11]. Furthermore, wireless networks require additional devices, which also

have raised the requirement of energy, memory availability and battery capacity.

This paper is divided into six sections, the remaining sections of this papers are orga-

nized as following: Section two, will describe related work, we explain some prior research

which is performed on minimizing energy consumption and maximizing security of smart

devices. Section three, will explain methodology of our system and discuss the system
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implementation. Section four, will describe flow of the system to get power consumption

of smart phone. Section five, elaborates the results, and explains experiments and dis-

cussion each of them. Finally, in section six, we conclude the research and discuss some

future directions.

2 Related Work

Researchers [12], have introduced an ‘AndrABEn’ library based on attribute-based

encryption. The library is encoded in C language and implemented in Android mobile

operating system. It uses key-policy and ciphertext-policy ABE schemes. The library has

various significant features including required security level, effective utilization of

memory and CPU clock cycles, effective access policy management.

Different algorithms are compared in [13], including AES, Blowfish, RC6, DES, 3DES

and RC2. Distinctive features are altered to measure the performance of each algorithm

including packet size, key size, data type, block size and so on. With varying packet size,

Blowfish produced better results in comparison to other counterparts. AES and DES

revealed efficient performance when data type is changed from text to image. The

researchers [14] used various programming paradigms for reduction in power consumption

in mobile devices, including data storage and sensing modalities, conflicting demands for

computation and communication. Their proposed solution is to use active energy profiling

for reducing power consumption.

To minimize power consumption, researchers [15] examined various monitoring and

sensing devices by using different routing methods, security procedures as well as system

architectures and utilized time division multiple access control approach that uses heartbeat

rhythm for synchronized sensor node communication, research concludes with proposed

schema based on encryption techniques, that continuously operates on user authentication.

In research [16], various implementations of WBAN are implemented and analyzed

with different security and privacy techniques to reduce power consumption in mobile

devices. Data encryption is major technique, used to manage security and privacy of data

against malicious cyber-attacks and eavesdropping. Energy consumption is reduced by can

be reduced by using appropriate data network. Size of file is directly proportional to energy

consumption, so it is necessary to compress the contents of file while transmitting it in

network.

In previous work it is observed that researchers did not implemented double encryption

and estimate their power consumption in different file sizes. While in our research we have

developed android application in native android programming language and tools, to

analyze power consumption and optimize energy requirements for both single and double

encryption techniques are used with different files sizes to test the energy requirements for

single encryption. Moreover, using double encryption security of data also increased.

3 Methodology

An experimental environment has been created by developing and implementing an

android based application. This application implements selected encryption algorithm on

selected file and store encrypted contents on local storage, as shown in Fig. 1. Application

is named as PowerEncryptor, developed in Java and XML, using Android Software

Development Tool (ADT) [17]. User can select type of encryption, category of algorithm
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and file size. Motorola-X second generation with Android 5.1 Lollipop operating system, is

used for data encryption, detailed specification of mobile device is given in Table 1.

PowerTutor v1.5 [18] is slightly modified and used to calculate power consumed by

PowerEncryptor during data encryption. PowerTutor has capability to calculate energy

Fig. 1 Screenshot of PowerEncryptor app

Table 1 Motorola X hardware
specifications

Component Specification

System Qualcomm Snapdragon S4 Pro

Microprocessor 1.7(GHz) Dual-core, Qualcomm Snapdragon S4

GPU Quad-core Adreno 320 @ 400 MHz

Main Memory 2048 MB Ram

Storage expansion 16/32/64GB storage, no card slot

Built in storage 16 GB
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consumed at system as well as at application level, and show energy consumed by each

component of the system including microprocessor, display screen and so on. For this

research, application level energy measurement is considered, and CPU power consump-

tion of each application can be calculated individually at a milliwatt level of precision, as

shown in Fig. 2.

Using PowerTutor we are able to calculate power consumption by PowerEncryptor

during encrypting of data. For this research our main goal is to ascertain energy usage of

PowerEncryptor, it can be calculated easily via Eq. 1. We modified then PowerTutor

application and to expedite the calculation we utilized the trapezoidal numerical integra-

tion equation,‘trapz’.

Energy ¼
Z

Power dt ð1Þ

Fig. 2 Screenshot of PowerTutor app
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Energy to power relation shows in Eq. 1. The PowerTutor app generates a records of power

estimation of PowerEncryptor measurements and stored in .text file, which is easy to read

and stored at internal storage of smartphone.

4 Discussion

PowerEncryptor application is featured by ease of use and very efficient in encryption.

User interface is provided with various clearly mentioned options. Initially, user choose file

size, encryption algorithm and company of the selected mobile device. User is provided

with facilities of either selecting single encryption or double encryption. In case of single

encryption, single algorithm choose by user will be implemented for data encryption with

128-bits private key, while for double encryption single algorithm is selected with its

private key to encrypt data, and then second algorithm is selected with second private key

to re-encrypt the data. In last, cypher data will be stored on external storage, as shown in

Fig. 3.

During the process of encryption, PowerTutor application is used for calculation of

energy consumed by PowerEncryptor. It calculates energy of both single and double

Fig. 3 Flow chart of PowerEncryptor and PowerTutor
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encryption types. PowerTutor generate results in textual as well as in graphical formats,

also provides the facility to store textual results.

Advance encryption standard (AES) is introduced by National Institute for Science and

Technology, United States of America. It requires comparatively low energy for encryption

of contents, and it also supports cross operating platforms [5, 19].

Blowfish is powerful cryptographic algorithm across variety of platforms. It performs

encryption usually in round network and key-dependent substitution and permutations

operations are performed in each of its round. It uses key with size ranging from 32 bits to

448 bits key. However, its performance decreases with the increase in size of key [20, 21].

Initially, single encryption method was used to make data secure with single private

key, it lacks proper mechanism of security. Later, double encryption technique is intro-

duced, in which once encrypted data is encrypted again and it uses two random private

keys and two distinct algorithms to make data more protected [22].

IEEE has initiated XTS–AES algorithm, which is also approved by National Institute of

Science and Technology (NIST), United States. It uses two keys for data encryption, hence

demonstrated as a better option in comparison to implementation of single encryption

algorithm [5, 23, 24].

5 Results

5.1 Result of File Sizes

Applying encryption algorithms on varying sizes were transmitted are shown in Fig. 4, that

illustrate a function of time which estimates power consumption. In Table 2 the energy

results are shown in tabulated form.

Experimental setup is arranged to acquire energy consumption during different encryption

methods and numerous sizes of files. For encryption, four text files with varied sizes are taken

i.e. 100 KB, 500 KB, 1000 KB and 1500 KB. On each file size, single and double encryption

methods are used, and energy usage is gathered. Five different experiments are performed on

each file size, and for each cryptographic algorithm. To summarize the experiments, average

of all five experiments is measured and stored as shown in Table 3.

5.2 Single Encryption

For single encryption, AES and Blowfish algorithms are used and for double encryption

AES–Blowfish, Blowfish–AES and XTS–AES combinations of encryption algorithms are

used.

Fig. 4 Energy consumption of file transmission
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Single encryption is separately performed by using AES and Blowfish, which reveals

that AES has consumed 59.75 mJ energy, to encrypt all four text files, for five different

experiments, while Blowfish consumed 236.45 mJ of energy. Hence it is proved for single

encryption method, AES algorithm is more energy efficient than Blowfish algorithm, as

shown in Fig. 5. Parallel to Fig. 5 from the first experiment of single encryption technique,

Fig. 6 is a graph of power consumption as a function of time.

5.3 Double Encryption

Double encryption is performed by sequentially using two algorithms on same data. Three

different combinations of algorithms are selected i.e. AES–Blowfish, Blowfish–AES and

XTS–AES. Again, four varied sizes of text files are selected for double encryption and

experiments are repeated for five times. Results for all combination of cryptographic

algorithms are calculated. Results of double encryption revealed that Blowfish–AES is

worst combination with the total average energy consumption, i.e. 220.9 mJ, while next

worst combination is AES–Blowfish, which produces 159.65 mJ of total average energy

Table 2 Average energy con-
sumption of file transmission

File size (kB) Energy consumption (mJ)

100 45.2

500 249.6

1000 563.2

1500 1281.4

Table 3 Average energy con-
sumption of file encryption
algorithms

File size (kB) Encryption algorithms Energy consuption (mJ)

100 AES 18.8

Blowfish 12.6

Blowfish–AES 204

AES–Blowfish 22.2

XTS–AES 13.8

500 AES 51

Blowfish 151.6

Blowfish–AES 219.2

AES–Blowfish 112

XTS–AES 47

1000 AES 79.2

Blowfish 381

Blowfish–AES 228.2

AES–Blowfish 189.6

XTS–AES 103

1500 AES 90

Blowfish 400.6

Blowfish–AES 232.2

AES–Blowfish 314.8

XTS–AES 395.4
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consumption. The combination of cryptographic algorithms XTS–AES, consumed only

139.8 mJ of energy and proved as a best combination for double encryption method, as

shown in Fig. 7. Similar to Fig. 7 from the second experiment of double encryptions

algorithms technique, Fig. 8 is a graph of energy consumption as a function of time.

In double encryption using AES–Blowfish, energy utilization graph increased with the

increase in file size, because of high energy utilization by Blowfish. However, in Blowfish–

AES algorithm energy utilization slightly changed with the change in file size. In XTS–

AES, energy usage is very high, for bigger file size.

Mobile devices have been increased exceptionally in recent past years, consequently

data generation has also been raised exceptionally. Most of the generated data by mobile

devices is transferred to servers for processing and storage. Managing security of mobile

data is a necessary feature of every network and mostly encryption is used to avoid security

breaches. The major challenge is that, mobile devices are very small with shortage of

resources, on the other hand encryption of data requires extra energy. It is necessary to

minimize energy requirements for encryption of data.

For this experimental research, an android based application is developed, which

optimize energy requirements for both single and double encryption techniques. AES and

Blowfish encryption algorithms are used with different files sizes to test the energy

Fig. 5 Power consumption results of single encryption technique

Fig. 6 Power consumption results of single encryption technique
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requirements for single encryption, it is also examined that energy consumed by Blowfish

is 119.311% more than AES. For double encryption methods, AES–Blowfish, Blowfish–

AES and XTS–AES combinations of algorithms are used and energy usage is gathered. In

double encryption XTS–AES consumed 13.26% less power consumption as compared to

AES–Blowfish and 44.97% less then Blowfish–AES combination methods. Results of

experiments revealed that AES is more energy efficient for single encryption and for

double encryption XTS–AES combination requires less energy.

6 Conclusion and Future Directions

The challenge of energy utilization during data encryption in mobile devices can be

reduced by using appropriate choice of algorithms. Single and double encryption methods

are implemented by android-based application and results are evaluated on android based

mobile device. Five distinct categories of encryption algorithms are selected for experi-

mental results including AES, Blowfish, AES–Blowfish and so on. Comparative analysis of

Fig. 7 Power consumption results of double encryption technique

Fig. 8 Energy consumption results of double encryption technique
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cryptographic algorithms for energy consumption is performed and it is evaluated that AES

is the best cryptographic algorithm for single encryption method. While for double

encryption method, three choices were selected, and it is revealed that, and XTS–AES is

best possible combination.

Results may be enhanced by performing experiments on different devices and more

cryptographic algorithms may be tested, on different platforms. Also, energy utilization

during data encryption may be measured by using Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) in

mobile devices, which may bring fruitful results for industry. In the future, it would be

interesting to estimate power consumption of different algorithms using one core of mobile

devices as well as on multicore core devices and analyze that which method will be

meaningful to reduce power consumption of devices during encryption of data. Also, it

seems that it may worthful to analyze power estimation of different open source OS like

LineageOS [25], architectures and platform like iOS, windows phone, black berry.
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